PRODUCT FACT SHEET
SIDEWINDER NVG MOUNT
(AVIATION NVG MOUNT and TACTICAL NVG MOUNT)
MARKET
APPLICATIONS:

Military, Marine, Aviation, Law Enforcement.

DESCRIPTION:

Durable, compact quick release mount accepts all Sidewinder series flashlights. Patented
compound action design allows for one handed installation, removal and operation of light on
mount without the risk of inadvertent release. Full 360 degree rotation with 16 detent locations
provides fully adjustable targeting of illumination source onto task. Low profile internal wave form
spring provides optimal position retention. Push button actuator provides fast and easy mount
attachment to the NVG bracket on HGU-84 rotary wing aircrew helmets (Aviation NVG Mount) or to
the fixed NVG shroud of most DoD, NATO and ISAF combat helmets (Tactical NVG Mount).

CASE MATERIAL:

High impact super tough glass re-enforced nylon case. Hardware made from stainless steel for
exceptional durability and weather resistance. Available in Coyote.

DIMENSIONS:

AVIATION NVG MOUNT:
Width: 1.91 in. (4.9 cm)
Depth: 0.83 in. (2.1 cm)

Height: 2.04 in. (5.2cm)

TACTICAL NVG MOUNT:
Width: 1.63 in. (4.1 cm)
Depth: 0.65 in. (1.7 cm)

Width (incl. actuator): 2.11 in. (5.4 cm)

WEIGHT:
FEATURES:

Height (incl. actuator): 2.33 in. (5.9 cm)

Height: 2.03 in. (5.2 cm)

AVIATION NVG MOUNT: 1.15 ounces (33 grams)
TACTICAL NVG MOUNT: 0.95 ounces (27 grams)
 Easy non-permanent attachment to NVG bracket on HGU-84 rotary wing aircrew helmet without
tools (Aviation NVG Mount).
 Easy non-permanent attachment to fixed NVG shroud of most DoD, NATO and ISAF combat helmets
without tools (Tactical NVG Mount).
 Quick attachment/release of all Sidewinder series lights without tools.
 Compound action design provides one handed installation and removal of lighting source without
buttons or levers. Light is secured without risk of impact loss.
 Full 360 degree rotation of lighting source.
 16 detent locations for accurate placement of lighting source.
 Withstands 70lb pull test (Aviation NVG Mount) or 50lb pull test (Tactical NVG Mount).

APPROVALS:

Meets applicable European Community Directives.

WARRANTY:

Streamlight warrants its Sidewinder NVG Mount will be free from manufacturing defects under
normal use for 12 months after purchase. During the warranty period, at its sole discretion,
Streamlight will repair or replace any defective part or product.

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES:

N/A
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